What is the two-party
political system?
The United States has had a long history with the two-party political system. Our political system has
adapted over time, and there are pros and cons to the two-party system we have today.
How does a two-party system work?
•

A two-party system is a political system that has two major competing groups representing
voters. Usually both groups adopt policies and values that represent a large percentage of their
voters in order to gain support. Some countries, such as Canada, have a two-party plus system
in which a third party regularly wins some seats in government.

•

Some examples of two-party political systems include the United States (Republicans and
Democrats), Canada (Liberal Party and Conservative Party), Great Britain (Conservative Party
and Labor Party), Jamaica (Jamaica Labour Party and People’s National Party), and Zimbabwe
(Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front and Movement for Democratic Change).

•

The two main parties often include a conservative group, favoring social tradition and limited
government, and a liberal group, favoring social reform and a strong central government.

•

The U.S. uses plurality voting, sometimes called first-past-the-post. This means that a
candidate doesn’t have to gain more than half the votes to win an election. Many presidential
candidates have lost the popular vote but won via the Electoral College vote (see Civic Lab
“What is the electoral college?”). Systems that rely on the popular vote use majority voting.

•

There is no limit on the number of political parties active in a two-party system. Examples of third
parties in the U.S. include the Independent Party, the Green Party, Teddy Roosevelt’s Bull
Moose Party, the Libertarian Party, and the Socialist Party.

How did we get our political system? Did the United States always have a two-party system?
•

The current two-party system in the United States evolved from several other two-party systems.
One early example after independence were those who wanted a strong central government (the
Federalists) and those who favored more power at the state level (Democratic-Republicans).

•

Every president after George Washington has been elected by one of the two major parties of
their era. Historians disagree on exactly how many times the two parties have shifted in name,
supporters, and policies (roughly five or six major shifts), but generally Federalists were replaced
by National Republicans, then Whigs, and eventually were rebranded as Republicans.
Democratic-Republicans were rebranded as Democrats. Demographics of people who have
supported the political parties have changed over time as different issues have become central to
the national conversation, including slavery, prohibition, and the New Deal.

•

Political parties were not formed as part of the United States Constitution. In fact, George
Washington warned against forming competing parties.

•

A Republican or Democrat has won the presidency in every election since 1852, and one party or
the other has held a controlling presence in every session of Congress since 1856. These two
parties attract a large majority of votes in all municipal, state, and federal elections and have done
so consistently since the era of the American Civil War (1861–1865).

Why do we have third parties in the United States if they seldom win elections?
•

Third-party candidates can still play important roles by attracting national attention to a policy or
by shifting the pool of voters enough to change election results.

•

The Socialist Party had major effects on the national conversation around labor laws.

•

The People’s Party (otherwise known as the Populist Party) motivated Congress to ratify the 16th
and 17th Amendments.

•

In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt ran for president with the Bull Moose Party. Though he didn’t win,
he prevented the sitting president, William Taft, from getting enough Republican votes to win
reelection. Instead, the Democratic candidate, Woodrow Wilson, won the election.

•

In the 2000 election, Ralph Nader split Democratic voters, preventing Al Gore from winning
against George W. Bush, the Republican candidate.

What are the pros and cons to our system? What other systems are there?
•

Advantages to the two-party system include simplicity when citizens choose who to vote for and
lower chances of an extremist gaining power. In order to gain voters from the widest group of
people, parties must have a partisan but relatively moderate platform designed for broad appeal.

•

Disadvantages to the two-party system include limited choices for voters, voters feeling like they
have to choose between the lesser of two evils, or that they are being forced to choose a
candidate that doesn’t share all of their values. Parties can also create voter polarization as the
two sides try to distinguish themselves from each other, thus reducing voter trust in government.

•

Proportional representation tends to favor the development of a multiparty system because it
ensures representation in the legislature for even small parties. The multiparty system often
involves liberal, conservative, and socialist parties as well as other groups. Voters choose
between the parties that did best in a first ballot. This leaves small parties at a disadvantage but,
nevertheless, gives them opportunity to strengthen their role during the second round of ballots
(also known as the two-round system).

•

Single-party systems may be fascist, communist, or those found in developing countries.

